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American Icon
“A passionate, fast-paced story set in the untamed western frontier by an exciting new voice in historical romance.” Niall
MacLaren is the oldest of four brothers, and the undisputed leader of the family. A widower, and single father, his focus is
on building the MacLaren ranch into the largest and most successful in northern Arizona. He is serious about two things—his
responsibility to the family and his future marriage to the wealthy, well-connected widow who will secure his place in the
territory’s destiny. Katherine is determined to live the life she’s dreamed about. With a job waiting for her in the growing
town of Los Angeles, California, the young teacher from Philadelphia begins a journey across the United States with only a
couple of trunks and her spinster companion. Life is perfect for this adventurous, beautiful young woman, until an accident
throws her into the arms of the one man who can destroy it all. Fighting his growing attraction and strong desire for the
beautiful stranger, Niall is more determined than ever to push emotions aside to focus on his goals of wealth and political
gain. But looking into the clear, blue eyes of the woman who could ruin everything, Niall discovers he will have to harden
his heart and be tougher than he’s ever been in his life…Tougher than the Rest.

Harder than the Rest
Harder than the Rest – Book Three MacLarens of Fire Mountain Historical Western Romance Series “They are men you want
on your side. Hard, confident, and loyal, the MacLarens of Fire Mountain will seize your attention from the first page.” Will
MacLaren is a hardened, plain-speaking bounty hunter. His life centers on finding men guilty of horrendous crimes and
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making sure justice is done. There is no place in his world for the carefree attitude he carried years before when a tragic
event destroyed his dreams. Amanda is the daughter of a successful Colorado rancher. Determined and proud, she works
hard to prove she is as capable as any man and worthy to be her father’s heir. When a stranger arrives, her independent
nature collides with the strong pull toward the handsome ranch hand. But is he what he seems and could his secrets
endanger her as well as her family? The last thing Will needs is to feel passion for another woman. But Amanda elicits
feelings he thought were long buried. Can Will’s desire for her change him? Or will the vengeance he seeks against the one
man he wants to destroy—a dangerous opponent without a conscious—continue to control his life?

Faster Than The Rest
"Headstrong, brash, confident, and complex, the MacLarens of Fire Mountain will captivate you with strong characters set in
the wild and rugged western frontier." Handsome, ruthless, young U.S. Marshal Jamie MacLaren had lost everything-his
parents, his family connections, and his childhood sweetheart-but now he's back in Fire Mountain and ready for another
chance. Just as he successfully reconnects with his family and starts to rebuild his life, he gets the unexpected and
unwanted assignment of rescuing the woman who broke his heart. Beautiful, wealthy Victoria Wicklin chose money and
power over love, but is now fighting for her life-or is she? Who has she become in the seven years since she left Fire
Mountain to take up her life in San Francisco? Is she really as innocent as she says? Marshal MacLaren struggles to learn the
truth and do his job, but the past and present lead him in different directions as his heart and brain wage battle. Is Victoria
a victim or a villain? Is life offering him another chance, or just another heartbreak? As Jamie and Victoria struggle to
uncover past secrets and come to grips with their shared passion, another danger arises. A life-altering danger that is out of
their control and threatens to destroy any chance for a shared future.

Tougher than the Rest
In her extraordinary swimming career, Shirley Babashoff set thirty-nine national records and eleven world records. Prior to
the 1990s, she was the most successful U.S. female Olympian and, in her prime, was widely considered to be the greatest
female swimmer in the world. Heading into the 1976 Olympic Games in Montreal, Babashoff was pictured on the cover of
Sports Illustrated and followed closely by the media. Hopes were high that she would become “the female Mark Spitz.” All of
that changed once Babashoff questioned the shocking masculinity of the swimmers on the East German women’s team.
Once celebrated as America’s golden girl, Babashoff was accused of poor sportsmanship and vilified by the press with a
new nickname: “Surly Shirley.” Making Waves displays the remarkable strength and resilience that made Babashoff such a
dynamic champion. From her difficult childhood and beginnings as a determined young athlete growing up in Southern
California in the 1960s, through her triumphs as the greatest female amateur swimmer in the world, Babashoff tells her
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story in the same unflinching manner that made her both the most dominant female swimmer of her time and one of the
most controversial athletes in Olympic history.

The Hunter Bride
MacLarens of Fire Mountain Boxed Set Books 1 - 6 Historical Western Romance
Tougher than the Rest – Book One MacLarens of Fire Mountain Historical Western Romance Series “A passionate, fast-paced
story set in the untamed western frontier by an exciting new voice in historical romance.” Niall MacLaren is the oldest of
four brothers, and the undisputed leader of the family. A widower, and single father, his focus is on building the MacLaren
ranch into the largest and most successful in northern Arizona. He is serious about two things—his responsibility to the
family and his future marriage to the wealthy, well-connected widow who will secure his place in the territory’s destiny.
Katherine is determined to live the life she’s dreamed about. With a job waiting for her in the growing town of Los Angeles,
California, the young teacher from Philadelphia begins a journey across the United States with only a couple of trunks and
her spinster companion. Life is perfect for this adventurous, beautiful young woman, until an accident throws her into the
arms of the one man who can destroy it all. Fighting his growing attraction and strong desire for the beautiful stranger, Niall
is more determined than ever to push emotions aside to focus on his goals of wealth and political gain. But looking into the
clear, blue eyes of the woman who could ruin everything, Niall discovers he will have to harden his heart and be tougher
than he’s ever been in his life…Tougher than the Rest. Faster than the Rest – Book Two MacLarens of Fire Mountain
Historical Western Romance Series “Headstrong, brash, confident, and complex, the MacLarens of Fire Mountain will
captivate you with strong characters set in the wild and rugged western frontier.” Handsome, ruthless, young U.S. Marshal
Jamie MacLaren had lost everything—his parents, his family connections, and his childhood sweetheart—but now he’s back
in Fire Mountain and ready for another chance. Just as he successfully reconnects with his family and starts to rebuild his
life, he gets the unexpected and unwanted assignment of rescuing the woman who broke his heart. Beautiful, wealthy
Victoria Wicklin chose money and power over love, but is now fighting for her life—or is she? Who has she become in the
seven years since she left Fire Mountain to take up her life in San Francisco? Is she really as innocent as she says? Marshal
MacLaren struggles to learn the truth and do his job, but the past and present lead him in different directions as his heart
and brain wage battle. Is Victoria a victim or a villain? Is life offering him another chance, or just another heartbreak? As
Jamie and Victoria struggle to uncover past secrets and come to grips with their shared passion, another danger arises. A
life-altering danger that is out of their control and threatens to destroy any chance for a shared future. Harder than the Rest
– Book Three MacLarens of Fire Mountain Historical Western Romance Series “They are men you want on your side. Hard,
confident, and loyal, the MacLarens of Fire Mountain will seize your attention from the first page.” Will MacLaren is a
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hardened, plain-speaking bounty hunter. His life centers on finding men guilty of horrendous crimes and making sure justice
is done. There is no place in his world for the carefree attitude he carried years before when a tragic event destroyed his
dreams. Amanda is the daughter of a successful Colorado rancher. Determined and proud, she works hard to prove she is
as capable as any man and worthy to be her father’s heir. When a stranger arrives, her independent nature collides with
the strong pull toward the handsome ranch hand. But is he what he seems and could his secrets endanger her as well as
her family? The last thing Will needs is to feel passion for another woman. But Amanda elicits feelings he thought were long
buried. Can Will’s desire for her change him? Or will the vengeance he seeks against the one man he wants to destroy—a
dangerous opponent without a conscious—continue to control his life? From the Author Join Shirleen Davies’ Newsletter to
Receive Notice of: · New Releases · Reader Specials · Free Reads & Sneak Peeks To sign up copy and paste this site address
into your browser's address bar: http://bit.ly/1KqhKwm

Artificial Intelligence in Education
Birt and Etho are best friends, they play on Sudden Hill, making marvellous contraptions out of cardboard boxes. But then a
new boy, Shu, wants to join in too. Birt isn't sure that he wants Shu to join them. Eaten up with jealousy, he goes home and
refuses to come out to play. Until Etho and Shu come to his house with the most marvellous cardboard contraption so far A
compelling, poignant story about accepting someone new, with text by Linda Sarah and illustrations by Benji Davies,
creator of The Storm Whale. Also by Linda Sarah: The Secret Sky Garden, illustrated by Fiona Lumbers Tom's Magnificent
Machines, illustrated by Ben Mantle Also by Benji Davies: The Storm Whale Grandad's Island The Storm Whale in Winter
Grandma Bird

Steadfast
This Open access book offers updated and revised information on vessel health and preservation (VHP), a model concept
first published in poster form in 2008 and in JVA in 2012, which has received a great deal of attention, especially in the US,
UK and Australia. The book presents a model and a new way of thinking applied to vascular access and administration of
intravenous treatment, and shows how establishing and maintaining a route of access to the bloodstream is essential for
patients in acute care today. Until now, little thought has been given to an intentional process to guide selection, insertion
and management of vascular access devices (VADs) and by default actions are based on crisis management when a quickly
selected VAD fails. The book details how VHP establishes a framework or pathway model for each step of the patient
experience, intentionally guiding, improving and eliminating risk when possible. The evidence points to the fact that
reducing fragmentation, establishing a pathway, and teaching the process to all stakeholders reduces complications with
intravenous therapy, improves efficiency and diminishes cost. As such this book appeals to bedside nurses, physicians and
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other health professionals.

Human Motivation
Forsaken Falls, Book Nine, Redemption Mountain Historical Western Romance Series Wyatt Jackson has lost everything.
Successful in his role as a soldier, he can no longer find a home in the region he fought so hard to save. Sick and on the
edge of starvation, he journeys west, searching for the one man who might help him. A deputy in Splendor, Montana. Nora
Evans has never found a place to call home. The illegitimate outcast of a wealthy New York family, her father sends her
west to a step-brother who has no knowledge of her existence. Considering herself a spinster at twenty-nine, she focuses on
building a new life, believing love and marriage hold no place in her future. Not even to the handsome, younger ranch hand
she can’t push from her thoughts. Accepting a position at Redemption’s Edge, Wyatt uses the one skill he perfected before
the war—training horses. It’s his gift, and he loves the work. There’s no room for romance, even if he can’t stay away from
the beautiful sister of the town’s sheriff. Nora tries hard to ignore the intense desire she feels when Wyatt is near. It’s
especially difficult when his continued attention gives her hope she’d long thought buried. Aside from their own misgivings,
another menace lurks close by, threatening Nora, Wyatt, and the people they care about. Men who’d love nothing more
than to see him dead prowl the lands around Splendor, biding their time, waiting to exact revenge. As much as they yearn
for each other, their personal pasts stand in the way. But the bigger obstacle may be the one they don’t see. A danger
perpetrated by men who can’t leave the war behind. Forsaken Falls, book nine in the Redemption Mountain historical
western romance series, is a full-length novel with an HEA and no cliffhanger. Book 1: Redemption’s Edge Book 2: Wildfire
Creek Book 3: Sunrise Ridge Book 4: Dixie Moon Book 5: Survivor Pass Book 6: Promise Trail Book 7: Deep River Book 8:
Courage Canyon Book 9: Forsaken Falls

Undeniable - Book One: The Oregon Trail Series
Despite its theoretical elegance, the standard optimal tax model has significant limitations. In this book, Joel Slemrod and
Christian Gillitzer argue that tax analysis must move beyond the emphasis on optimal tax rates and bases to consider such
aspects of taxation as administration, compliance, and remittance. Slemrod and Gillitzer explore what they term a taxsystems approach, which takes tax evasion seriously; revisits the issue of remittance, or who writes the check to cover tax
liability (employer or employee, retailer or consumer); incorporates administrative and compliance costs; recognizes a
range of behavioral responses to tax rates; considers nonstandard instruments, including tax base breadth and
enforcement effort; and acknowledges that tighter enforcement is sometimes a more socially desirable way to raise
revenue than an increase in statutory tax rates. Policy makers, Slemrod and Gillitzer argue, would be well advised to
recognize the interrelationship of tax rates, bases, enforcement, and administration, and acknowledge that tax policy is
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really tax-systems policy.

Rare Earth
This two-volume set LNCS 11625 and 11626 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th International Conference on
Artificial Intelligence in Education, AIED 2019, held in Chicago, IL, USA, in June 2019. The 45 full papers presented together
with 41 short, 10 doctoral consortium, 6 industry, and 10 workshop papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 177
submissions. AIED 2019 solicits empirical and theoretical papers particularly in the following lines of research and
application: Intelligent and interactive technologies in an educational context; Modelling and representation; Models of
teaching and learning; Learning contexts and informal learning; Evaluation; Innovative applications; Intelligent techniques
to support disadvantaged schools and students, inequity and inequality in education.

Teton Sunrise
The world of M&A has always been complex and nuanced. Corporations encounter their toughest business problems during
a divestiture or a merger. At the same time, optimal execution of divestitures can also create high value for the seller as
well as the buyer. This book is a collection of leading practices on Divestitures and covers end to end transaction life cycle
from readiness through execution including post deal transformation. It contains the synthesis of experiences across a wide
array of clients across industries, ranging from $500 million to $100 billion in revenue. Each chapter in this book can stand
on its own as an authority on leading practices related to the topic it presents, and together, these chapters provide a
comprehensive set of perspectives needed to successfully complete a divestiture. The highlight of the book is valuable reallife examples and references that a business can benefit from, when it is considering, analyzing or implementing a
divestiture.

A Forever Kind of Love
Introduction : the "long voyage of discovery" -- The big stuck in state capability -- Looking like a state : the seduction of
isomorphic mimicry -- Premature load bearing : doing too much too soon -- Capability for policy implementation -- What
type of organization capability is needed? -- The challenge of building (real) state capability for implementation -- Doing
problem-driven work -- The searchframe : doing experimental iterations -- Managing your authorizing environment -Building state capability at scale through groups.

Forsaken Falls
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The Spirit Level
Josef Pieper has attached no commentary to the texts brought together in this breviary of the philosophy of St. Thomas,
preferring that the reader should encounter them, “on his own”. His work has been one of selection, in which he has sought
to assemble such passages as will provide an introduction to the form and design of the whole Thomistic system. Yet he has
so ordered his texts as to impress upon the reader a special feature of St. Thomas’s thought, what he calls its double
aspect: St. Thomas sees the whole scheme of reality ordered and penetrable by reason; yet the mystery of Being itself
remains: “The effort of human thought has not been able to track down the essence of a single gnat.” Josef Pieper, one of
the most highly regarded Thomistic philosophers of the twentieth century, wrote numerous philosophical works including
Leisure: The Basis of Culture, Guide to Thomas Aquinas, Only the Lover Sings and many more.

Tame A Wild Heart
Wilder than the Rest – Book Six MacLarens of Fire Mountain Historical Western Romance Series “A captivating historical
western romance set in the burgeoning and treacherous city of San Francisco. Go along for the ride in this gripping story
that seizes your attention from the very first page.” “If you’re a reader who wants to discover an entire family of characters
you can fall in love with, this is the series for you.” – Authors to Watch Pierce is a rough man, but happy in his new life as a
Special Agent. Tasked with defending the rights of the federal government, Pierce is a cunning gunslinger always ready to
tackle the next job. That is, until he finds out that his new job involves Mollie Jamison. Mollie can be a lot to handle.
Headstrong and independent, Mollie has chosen a life of danger and intrigue guaranteed to prove her liquor-loving father
wrong. She will make something of herself, and no one, not even arrogant Pierce MacLaren, will stand in her way. A secret
mission brings them together, but will their attraction to each other prove deadly in their hunt for justice? The payoff for
success is high, much higher than any assignment either has taken before. But will the damage to their hearts and souls be
too much to bear? Can Pierce and Mollie find a way to overcome their misgivings and work together as one?

Making Waves
The Wren
It is common knowledge that, in rich societies, the poor have worse health and suffer more from almost every social
problem. This book explains why inequality is the most serious problem societies face today.
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Poverty and Famines
A blended learning approach to automotive engineering at levels one to three. Produced alongside the ATT online learning
resources, this textbook covers all the theory and technology sections that students need to learn in order to pass levels 1,
2 and 3 automotive courses. It is recommended by the Institute of the Motor Industry and is also ideal for exams run by
other awarding bodies. Unlike the current textbooks on the market though, this title takes a blended learning approach,
using interactive features that make learning more enjoyable as well as more effective. When linked with the ATT online
resources it provides a comprehensive package that includes activities, video footage, assessments and further reading.
Information and activities are set out in sequence so as to meet teacher and learner needs as well as qualification
requirements. Tom Denton is the leading UK automotive author with a teaching career spanning lecturer to head of
automotive engineering in a large college. His nine automotive textbooks published since 1995 are bestsellers and led to
his authoring of the Automotive Technician Training multimedia system that is in common use in the UK, USA and several
other countries.

Tax Systems
The inspiring #1 New York Times bestseller that "should be read by every leader in America." (Wall Street Journal)
"Powerful." --USA Today "Full of captivating personal anecdotes from inside the national security vault." --Washington Post
"Superb, smart, and succinct." --Forbes BASED ON THE INCREDIBLE GRADUATION SPEECH WITH OVER 14 MILLION VIEWS
ON YOUTUBE If you want to change the world, start off by making your bed. On May 17, 2014, Admiral William H. McRaven
addressed the graduating class of the University of Texas at Austin on their Commencement day. Taking inspiration from
the university's slogan, "What starts here changes the world," he shared the ten principles he learned during Navy Seal
training that helped him overcome challenges not only in his training and long Naval career, but also throughout his life;
and he explained how anyone can use these basic lessons to change themselves-and the world-for the better. Admiral
McRaven's original speech went viral with over 10 million views. Building on the core tenets laid out in his speech, McRaven
now recounts tales from his own life and from those of people he encountered during his military service who dealt with
hardship and made tough decisions with determination, compassion, honor, and courage. Told with great humility and
optimism, this timeless book provides simple wisdom, practical advice, and words of encouragement that will inspire
readers to achieve more, even in life's darkest moments.

Eyes Turned Skyward
Forbidden love knows no bounds in this heart-rending story about the Cherokee and the Trail of Tears. When Andrea
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Sanders moves to the hills of Georgia, she’s terri ed to discover she lives next door to the Cherokee. But when she rst see
the muscular, handsome warrior Adam, she is even more afraid of the turbulent passions he arouses in her. When the proud
Cherokee warrior Adam nds himself falling in love with a white woman, he vows their clash of cultures will not keep him
from her. Andrea Sanders wins his heart, but their utter devotion to each other is tested beyond endurance when the
betrayal of a Nation tears apart the Cherokee and forces them into a march to a new land. “Bittner’s characters spring to
life extraordinary for the depth of emotion with which they are portrayed.”—Publishers Weekly

On Sudden Hill
Harker and his intrepid crew look for a new home in the Sea of Morning Opals on Venus.

The Human Wisdom of St. Thomas
Human Motivation, originally published in 1987, offers a broad overview of theory and research from the perspective of a
distinguished psychologist whose creative empirical studies of human motives span forty years. David McClelland describes
methods for measuring motives, the development of motives out of natural incentives and the relationship of motives to
emotions, to values and to performance under a variety of conditions. He examines four major motive systems achievement, power, affiliation and avoidance - reviewing and evaluating research on how these motive systems affect
behaviour. Scientific understanding of motives and their interaction, he argues, contributes to understanding of such
diverse and important phenomena as the rise and fall of civilisations, the underlying causes of war, the rate of economic
development, the nature of leadership, the reasons for authoritarian or democratic governing styles, the determinants of
success in management and the factors responsible for health and illness. Students and instructors alike will find this book
an exciting and readable presentation of the psychology of human motivation.

Divestitures and Spin-Offs
Life's too short to play it safe Since her sister's death, twenty-year-old Paisley Donovan has been treated like delicate glass
by her parents. She may share her sister's heart condition, but nothing will stop her from completing her Bucket List, even if
it kills her. And it almost does, until Jagger Bateman pulls her from the ocean and breathes more than air into her lungs—he
sets her soul on fire. Jagger is enrolled in the country's toughest flight school. He's wickedly hot, reckless, and perfect for a
girl looking to live life to the fullest. Except that Paisley is the commanding general's daughter, and her boyfriend is Jagger's
biggest rival. Now Paisley must decide just how much to risk for a guy who makes her heart pound a little too hard. They're
flying through dangerous territory—and one wrong move could make them crash and burn Series order: Flight & Glory Book
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1: Full Measures Flight & Glory Book 2: Eyes Turned Skyward Flight & Glory Book 3: Beyond What is Given Flight & Glory
Book 4: Hallowed Ground

Automotive Technician Training: Theory
What determines whether complex life will arise on a planet, or even any life at all? Questions such as these are
investigated in this groundbreaking book. In doing so, the authors synthesize information from astronomy, biology, and
paleontology, and apply it to what we know about the rise of life on Earth and to what could possibly happen elsewhere in
the universe. Everyone who has been thrilled by the recent discoveries of extrasolar planets and the indications of life on
Mars and the Jovian moon Europa will be fascinated by Rare Earth, and its implications for those who look to the heavens
for companionship.

Building State Capability
This book focuses on the causes of starvation in general and famines in particular. The traditional analysis of famines is
shown to be fundamentally defective, and the author develops an alternative analysis.

Barbara Blomberg
The Vanishing Venusians
Book Two: Jax's Story I believe in soul mates. Why? Because I have one and her name is Lily Madison. I've loved Lily my
whole life; she's all I've ever known. I didn't realize how deeply she was ingrained into the fabric of my soul until I felt her
absence. Sometimes in life, once choices are made and paths are altered, it is often impossible to go back. I know this
because I stand here with a two-carat engagement ring in my hand, waiting to ask someone to be my wife. I'm ready to
love and cherish her 'til death do us part. But, there's just one problem. She isn't Lily. Will the choices that have been made
change our path forever or can fate find its way? *This is the second and final book in the Choices Series. Book one, A
Beautiful Kind of Love should be read prior. *Intended for readers 18+ due to sexual content

Wilder than the Rest
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British Social Attitudes
THE INSIDE STORY OF THE EPIC TURNAROUND OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF CEO ALAN
MULALLY. At the end of 2008, Ford Motor Company was just months away from running out of cash. With the auto industry
careening toward ruin, Congress offered all three Detroit automakers a bailout. General Motors and Chrysler grabbed the
taxpayer lifeline, but Ford decided to save itself. Under the leadership of charismatic CEO Alan Mulally, Ford had already put
together a bold plan to unify its divided global operations, transform its lackluster product lineup, and overcome a dysfunctional culture of infighting, backstabbing, and excuses. It was an extraordinary risk, but it was the only way the Ford
family—America's last great industrial dynasty—could hold on to their company. Mulally and his team pulled off one of the
greatest comebacks in business history. As the rest of Detroit collapsed, Ford went from the brink of bankruptcy to being
the most profitable automaker in the world. American Icon is the compelling, behind-the-scenes account of that epic
turnaround. On the verge of collapse, Ford went outside the auto industry and recruited Mulally—the man who had already
saved Boeing from the deathblow of 9/11—to lead a sweeping restructuring of a company that had been unable to
overcome decades of mismanagement and denial. Mulally applied the principles he developed at Boeing to streamline
Ford's inefficient operations, force its fractious executives to work together as a team, and spark a product renaissance in
Dearborn. He also convinced the United Auto Workers to join his fight for the soul of American manufacturing. Bryce
Hoffman reveals the untold story of the covert meetings with UAW leaders that led to a game-changing contract, Bill Ford's
battle to hold the Ford family together when many were ready to cash in their stock and write off the company, and the
secret alliance with Toyota and Honda that helped prop up the American automotive supply base. In one of the great
management narratives of our time, Hoffman puts the reader inside the boardroom as Mulally uses his celebrated Business
Plan Review meetings to drive change and force Ford to deal with the painful realities of the American auto industry.
Hoffman was granted unprecedented access to Ford's top executives and top-secret company documents. He spent
countless hours with Alan Mulally, Bill Ford, the Ford family, former executives, labor leaders, and company directors. In the
bestselling tradition of Too Big to Fail and The Big Short, American Icon is narrative nonfiction at its vivid and colorful best.

Make Your Bed
Teton Romance Trilogy Book 1 Evelyn Lewis' secret dream of marrying her brother's best friend is shattered when he leaves
their home town to seek his fortune elsewhere. For six long years, she's waited and wondered if he would return. After the
shocking murder of her parents, her brother is the only family she has left. Refusing to accept a betrothal to a man she
doesn't love, she decides to take control of her destiny and confront her parents' killer. Growing up, Alexander Walker has
known only violence at the hands of his cruel father. After the death of his mother, he embarks on a journey into the
uncharted wilderness to test his resolve as a fur trapper and mountain man. When an impulsive decision leads him back to
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his childhood home, he finds more than he bargained for. Amid the rugged Teton wilderness, fate suddenly throws Alex and
Evelyn together. The quiet protective boy she remembers is now as strange to her as the world she's been forced into.
Wary of the hardened man he has become, Evelyn must put her trust in him in order to survive. Alex's memories of Evelyn
are of a pesky little girl, but he can't deny his growing feelings for the beautiful and spirited woman she is now. His biggest
obstacle in winning her heart may not be her uncertainty of him, but a fear that has haunted him all his life. In a primitive
and brutal world, can Alex and Evelyn forge a love as solid as the mountains, or will the past come back to haunt them
both? ***Content Warning: This book contains mild language, mild violence, and adult situations including physical
intimacy, and is intended for adult readers. Heat level 2-3 (scale 0-5) PG13 If tragedy in an epilogue after the main story
has concluded disturbs or upsets you, please do not read this book! Teton Sunrise is the first book in a trilogy of books
about life as it might have been for one family in the harsh wilderness at the base of the Teton Mountains long before the
area was settled. Each book is a standalone, but they also build on each other. Events and characters in one book play a
role in subsequent books. Teton Sunrise is a complete love story for the hero and heroine in this book, although we see
them again in subsequent books. While the book is a romance, it is also a wilderness action and adventure novel, and I
didn't want to sugar-coat reality. The life these characters led was not easy. It was harsh, and often brutal. The events that
occur in the epilogue, which involve some of the supporting characters in this book, are necessary for the continuation of
this trilogy Other titles in the Teton Romance Trilogy Teton Splendor Teton Sunset Teton Season of Joy (novella) The Teton
Romance Trilogy crosses over with the Yellowstone Romance Series as well as the Wilderness Brides Series Keywords:
Grand Tetons, mountain men, wilderness, western historical romance, action and adventure romance

The Global Industrial Complex
Jo Shafter is not your simpering miss. She’s a bounty hunter and a darn good one. For the last five years she’s tracked down
the men who killed her parents and little brother. Finally, she captured ringleader and sent him to prison. Now Jo can begin
the new life she wants more than anything, that of a wife with a husband and children. Manlier than most of the men of her
acquaintance, she becomes a mail-order bride. Sam Longworth is the sheriff of Hope’s Crossing. He wants a wife to cook
and clean and give him children, a demure miss who won’t give him any trouble. One who will be happy with the simple life
he leads. A nemesis from Jo’s past shows up with murder on his mind and Jo is drawn back into her old life in order to
protect not only herself but Sam. Both Sam and Jo have secrets from their past. Can they build a happy marriage when
neither trusts the other with the full truth or will the secrets drive them apart?

MacLarens of Fire Mountain Historical Western Romance Series Books 1 - 3
The first in an epic series of three sections of the Oregon Trail and the three love stories begin here. Beth Ann Roberts made
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her father a deathbed promise to be a wife to her deceased sister’s husband, Daggart Bartlett. When Daggart sells the farm
to join the Gold Rush, Beth must go with him, never expecting how much her life will change. Nicholas Granville is forced by
his brother to help a group as they travel the Oregon Trail from Missouri to Oregon. Mourning his late wife, Nick's heart
began healing the moment he saw Beth. Now, the couple must find a way to fight a love that is undeniable. The Oregon
Trail Series Undeniable - Book One - a spicy sweet love story. Undesirable - Book Two - a sweet love story with a distasteful
secret. Uncivilized - Book Three - a spicy sweet love story.

Stronger Than The Rest
Captured by Comanche as a child, Molly Hart was assumed dead. Ten years later, Texas Ranger Matt Ryan finds a woman
with the same blue eyes. “A rousing, spicy story of long lost love in the gritty Old West. The Wren will make your pulse
flutter and your heart sing.” —Ann Charles, USA Today Bestselling Author of the Award-winning Deadwood Mystery Series
Ten years have passed since Molly Hart’s ranch was attacked, her folks murdered and she was abducted. Now, at nineteen,
she’s finally returning home to North Texas after spending the remainder of her childhood with a tribe of Kwahadi
Comanche. What she finds is a deserted home coated with dust and the passage of time, the chilling discovery of her own
gravesite, and the presence of a man she thought never to see again. Matt Ryan is pushed by a restless wind to the brokendown remains of the Hart ranch. Recently recovered from an imprisonment that nearly ended his life, the drive for truth and
fairness has all but abandoned him. For ten years he faithfully served the U.S. Army and the Texas Rangers, seeking justice
for the brutal murder of a little girl, only to find closure and healing beyond his grasp. Returning to the place where it all
began, he’s stunned to encounter a woman with the same blue eyes as the child he can’t put out of his mind. A steamy
historical western romance set in 1877 Texas. 2003 CAPA WINNER The Romance Studio ~ Best New Author Traditional 2004
Holt Medallion FINALIST ~ Best First Book 2004 Texas Gold FINALIST ~ Historical Category “…McCaffrey’s mastery of
setting and historic details gives this western gritty realism.” ~ RT Book Reviews “…a heart wrenchingly emotional story…”
~ Coffeetime Romance “The main characters were well matched and the secondary characters were just as good. Don’t
miss this incredible read in what is sure to be a great series to follow.” ~ The Romance Studio “Handsome, rugged heroes,
strong heroines and a super storyline make The Wren a keeper.” ~ The Best Reviews “…well written…captivated me from
the first line to the poignant last.” ~ Novelspot Don’t miss all the books in the series~ The Wren: Book 1 The Dove: Book 2
The Sparrow: Book 3 The Blackbird: Book 4 The Bluebird: Book 5 Echo of the Plains: Short Novella, Book 5.5

'Til the Sun Comes Up
"They are men you want on your side. Hard, confident, and loyal, the MacLarens of Fire Mountain will seize your attention
from the first page." Will MacLaren is a hardened, plain-speaking bounty hunter. His life centers on finding men guilty of
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horrendous crimes and making sure justice is done. There is no place in his world for the carefree attitude he carried years
before when a tragic event destroyed his dreams. Amanda is the daughter of a successful Colorado rancher. Determined
and proud, she works hard to prove she is as capable as any man and worthy to be her father's heir. When a stranger
arrives, her independent nature collides with the strong pull toward the handsome ranch hand. But is he what he seems and
could his secrets endanger her as well as her family? The last thing Will needs is to feel passion for another woman. But
Amanda elicits feelings he thought were long buried. Can Will's desire for her change him? Or will the vengeance he seeks
against the one man he wants to destroy-a dangerous opponent without a conscious-continue to control his life?

The Text of New Testament
Vessel Health and Preservation: The Right Approach for Vascular Access
He’s secretive and commanding. She’s having none of it. Steadfast, Book One, Eternal Brethren Military Romance Series
Caid “Wrath” McCord never anticipated being tapped to lead a deep cover Navy SEAL team. Never one to shirk his duty, the
transition from sea-loving warrior to president of an undercover motorcycle club is as smooth as a ride on his beloved
Harley. Nothing interferes with his devotion to his men and their missions…until he meets a fiery, mysterious, motorcycleriding woman who has all his senses on high alert. Cara Mortensen considers herself a survivor. With three older brothers,
she became a fighter at an early age. Following the death of her SEAL husband and the discovery of his hidden life, starting
over in Liberty Lake is a welcome change. No one knows about her past, which is how she wants to keep it. Except she can’t
shake the determined president of a local motorcycle club, a man who could be perilous to her life as well as her heart.
Even as walls between them begin to tumble, dangers exist which threaten not only Wrath and his men, but the woman he
can’t push from his thoughts. Only his steadfast determination will keep her safe and in his life. Can he shelter her from
danger and his secret life without losing the trust she so fiercely guards? Steadfast is the first book in the new Eternal
Brethren Military Romance Series by best seller Shirleen Davies. It is a stand-alone, full-length novel with no cliffhanger and
a guaranteed HEA. PLEASE NOTE: This series contains strong language common within the military. It is also a steamy
romance with open door love scenes. Book 1: Steadfast Book 2: Shattered Book 3: Haunted Book 4: Untamed

Harder Than the Rest
The Global Industrial Complex: Systems of Domination, is a groundbreaking collection of essays by leading scholars from
wide scholarly and activist backgrounds who examine the entangled array of contemporary industrial complexes—what the
editors refer to as "the power complex"—that was first analyzed by C. Wright Mills in his 1956 classic work,The Power Elite.
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The She Boss
The 21st Report summarizes and interprets data from the most recent survey, and makes comparisons with findings from
previous years.

Heart's Surrender
Smart, tough, and capable, the MacLarens protect their own no matter the odds. Set against America's rugged frontier, the
stories of the men from Fire Mountain are complex, fast-paced, and a must read for anyone who enjoys non-stop action and
romance. Drew MacLaren is focused and strong. He has achieved all of his goals except one -- to return to the MacLaren
ranch and build the best horse breeding program in the west. His successful career as an attorney is about to give way to
his ranching roots when a bullet changes everything. Tess Taylor is the quiet, serious daughter of a Colorado ranch family
with dreams of her own. Her shy nature keeps her from developing friendships outside of her close-knit family until Drew
enters her life. Their relationship grows. Then a bullet, meant for another, leaves him paralyzed and determined to distance
himself from the one woman he's come to love. Convinced he is no longer the man Tess needs, Drew focuses on regaining
the use of his legs and recapturing a life he thought lost. But danger of another kind threatens those he cares about -including Tess -- forcing him to rethink his future. Can Drew overcome the barriers that stand between him, the safety of his
friends and family, and a life with the woman he loves? To do it all, he has to be strong. Stronger than the
Rest."--Amazon.com.
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